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	Introduction to Probability Models, Tenth Edition, provides an introduction to elementary probability theory and stochastic processes. There are two approaches to the study of probability theory. One is heuristic and nonrigorous, and attempts to develop in students an intuitive feel for the subject that enables him or her to think probabilistically. The other approach attempts a rigorous development of probability by using the tools of measure theory. The first approach is employed in this text.

	

	The book begins by introducing basic concepts of probability theory, such as the random variable, conditional probability, and conditional expectation. This is followed by discussions of stochastic processes, including Markov chains and Poison processes. The remaining chapters cover queuing, reliability theory, Brownian motion, and simulation. Many examples are worked out throughout the text, along with exercises to be solved by students.

	This book will be particularly useful to those interested in learning how probability theory can be applied to the study of phenomena in fields such as engineering, computer science, management science, the physical and social sciences, and operations research. Ideally, this text would be used in a one-year course in probability models, or a one-semester course in introductory probability theory or a course in elementary stochastic processes.


	New to this Edition:

	
		65% new chapter material including coverage of finite capacity queues, insurance risk models and Markov chains
	
		Contains compulsory material for new Exam 3 of the Society of Actuaries containing several sections in the new exams
	
		Updated data, and a list of commonly used notations and equations, a robust ancillary package, including a ISM, SSM, test bank, and companion website
	
		Includes SPSS PASW Modeler and SAS JMP software packages which are widely used in the field



	Hallmark features:

	
		Superior writing style
	
		Excellent exercises and examples covering the wide breadth of coverage of probability topics
	
		Real-world applications in engineering, science, business and economics
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Pro SQL Server 2005 Service Broker (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
Pro SQL Server 2005 Service Broker, by Klaus Aschenbrenner, an international expert on Service Broker, explains why Microsoft introduced Service Broker and describes its big advantages over prior message technologies.
Rich with practical examples, this is the most complete and incisive book on this important new technology, an...
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Microsoft Exchange Server Training (Microsoft Official Curriculum)Microsoft Press, 1998
MICROSOFT EXCHANGE SERVER TRAINING KIT is Microsoft's introduction to the core technologies of Microsoft Exchange Server. It shows how to implement and administer Microsoft Exchange in a single-site or multiple-site environment. The kit covers installing and configuring the Microsoft Outlook(tm) desktop information manager client and installing...
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Lean Combustion: Technology and ControlAcademic Press, 2007
Combustion under sufficiently fuel-lean conditions can have the desirable attributes of high efficiency and low emissions, this being particularly important in light of recent and rapid increases in the cost of fossil fuels and concerns over the links between combustion and global climate change. Lean Combustion is an eminently authoritative,...
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The Hidden Power of Smell: How Chemicals Influence Our Lives and BehaviorSpringer, 2015

	The main purpose of the book is to provide insight into an area that humans often take for granted. There are wonderful and exciting stories of organisms using chemical signals as a basis of a sophisticated communication system. In many instances, chemical signals can provide more detailed and accurate information than any other mode of...
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Radiology Review ManualLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007
The depth of medical knowledge and scope of image interpretation expected from a general radiologist continues to increase exponentially. Many practicing radiologists find themselves occasionally in need of a quick review of imaging findings, information on diseases and their pathological correlate or differential diagnoses before...
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The Doctor in the Victorian NovelAshgate, 2009
With the character of the doctor as her subject, Tabitha Sparks follows the decline of the marriage plot in the Victorian novel. As Victorians came to terms with the scientific revolution in medicine of the mid-to-late nineteenth century, the novel's progressive distance from the conventions of the marriage plot can be indexed through a rising...
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